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2.5mm & 3.5mm
JACK PLUGS

Features
● Low profile barrels available in 2.5mm and 3.5mm.
● Manufactured from solid nickel plated brass.
● Metal cable clamps.
● Incorporate molded plastic insulators.
● Riveted construction.
● Covers are ABS.

JPO-25
2.5mm unscreened Jack Plug. Black plastic
body only. Careful soldering assembly
required.
Max. cable Ø3.5mm.

P6C
2.5mm and 3.5mm mono unscreened Jack
Plug. Allows larger cable use.
P6C-A - 3.5mm model. Cable entry Ø5.3mm
P6C-D - 2.5mm model. Cable entry Ø4.0mm
Also available subject to minimum quantity
are models with low profile barrel and strain
relief. Refer to Sales.

JPS-35
3.5mm stereo unscreened Jack Plug. Black
plastic body only.
JPS-35G. Gold plated version.
Max. cable Ø5mm.
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CLIFF ¼" JACK PLUGS

Features
● Rivetted construction.
● Manufactured from solid nickel plated brass.
● Incorporate high temperature Phenolic / PBT insulators.
● Metal bodies made from chrome plated brass.
● Plastic bodies made from ABS.
● All versions fitted with cable clamp.

P1C - ¼" mono screened Jack Plug. Metal body.
P3C- Stereo version.
Max. cable Ø6.4mm with grommet removed.

P2C - ¼" mono unscreened Jack Plug. Plastic
body available in various standard colors.
P4C - Stereo version.
Max cable Ø6.5mm.

SEP/2C - ¼" mono unscreened 90° Jack Plug.
Plastic body available in various standard colours.
SEP/4C - Stereo version.
Max. cable Ø5.0mm.

SEP/1C - ¼" mono screened 90° Jack Plug. Has
plated plastic body.
SEP/3C - Stereo version.
Max cable Ø6.4mm

Jack Leads
We can offer a complete service to design and
manufacture custom moulded cable assemblies,
including Jack, XLR, DIN, Bantam, DMX and
power leads.
Contact sales for more details.

SEP/3C Professional - ¼" stereo screened right
angle Jack Plug. Metal body with black plastic
cover.
SEP/1C Professional - Mono version.


